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Abstract
Property testers are fast randomized algorithms whose task is to distinguish between inputs satisfying
some predetermined property P and those that are far from satisfying it. Since these algorithms
operate by inspecting a small randomly selected portion of the input, the most natural property
one would like to be able to test is whether the input does not contain certain forbidden small
substructures. In the setting of graphs, such a result was obtained by Alon et al., who proved
that for any finite family of graphs F , the property of being induced F-free (i.e. not containing an
induced copy of any F ∈ F) is testable.
It is natural to ask if one can go one step further and prove that more elaborate properties
involving induced subgraphs are also testable. One such generalization of the result of Alon et al.
was formulated by Goldreich and Shinkar who conjectured that for any finite family of graphs F , and
any linear inequality involving the densities of the graphs F ∈ F in the input graph, the property of
satisfying this inequality can be tested in a certain restricted model of graph property testing. Our
main result in this paper disproves this conjecture in the following strong form: some properties of
this type are not testable even in the classical (i.e. unrestricted) model of graph property testing.
The proof deviates significantly from prior non-testability results in this area. The main idea is
to use a linear inequality relating induced subgraph densities in order to encode the property of
being a pseudo-random graph.
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1 Introduction
Property testers are fast randomized algorithms that distinguish between objects satisfying
a certain property and objects that are “far” from the property. The systematic study of
such problems originates in the seminal papers of Rubinfeld and Sudan [10] and Goldreich,
Goldwasser and Ron [4], and has since become a very active area of research. We refer the
reader to the book of Goldreich [3] for more background and references on the subject.
In this paper we study property testing of graph properties in the dense graph model. In
this model, a graph is given as an n× n adjacency matrix. An n-vertex graph G is said to
be ε-far from a graph property Π, if one has to change at least εn2 entries in the adjacency
matrix of G in order to turn it into a graph satisfying Π. A tester for Π is a (randomized)
algorithm that, given a proximity parameter ε ∈ (0, 1) and a graph G, accepts if G satisfies
Π and rejects if G is ε-far from Π, with success probability at least 23 in both cases. The
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tester is given oracle access to the adjacency matrix of the input, to which it makes queries.
We say that a tester has query complexity q(ε, n) if it makes at most q(ε, n) queries when
invoked with proximity parameter ε on inputs with n vertices. A property Π is called testable
if it has a tester whose query complexity is bounded by a function of ε alone, that is, it is
independent of the size of the input. A tester is canonical if it works by sampling a random
set of vertices of some size s(ε, n), querying all pairs among these vertices, and making its
decision based on (the isomorphism class) of the sample. The integer s(ε, n) is called the
sample complexity of the tester. Goldreich and Trevisan [7, Theorem 2] showed that every
tester can be transformed to a canonical one, with the cost of possibly squaring the query
complexity. A tester is size-oblivious if it does not know n; that is, if its function depends
only on the proximity parameter ε (and not on the size of the input). The transformation of
Goldreich and Trevisan [7] which turns arbitrary testers into canonical testers, preserves the
property of being size-oblivious.
In this paper we study a special kind of testers, called proximity oblivious testers, which
are defined as follows.
I Definition 1. A proximity oblivious tester (POT) for a graph property Π is an algorithm
which makes a constant (i.e. independent of n and ε) number of queries to the input and
satisfies the following. There is a constant c ∈ (0, 1] and a function f : (0, 1]→ (0, 1] such
that:
1. If the input graph satisfies Π then the tester accepts with probability at least c.
2. If the input graph is ε-far from Π then the tester accepts with probability at most c− f(ε).
Observe that a POT for Π can be used to obtain a standard tester for Π, by invoking the POT
T = Θ(1/f(ε)2) times and accepting if and only if the POT accepted in at least (c− f(ε)2 )T
of the tests.
POTs were introduced by Goldreich and Ron [5], who studied one-sided-error POTs,
namely POTs that accept every input which satisfies the property with probability 1 (this
corresponds to having c = 1 in Definition 1). Later, Goldreich and Shinkar [6] studied general
(two-sided-error) POTs in several settings, including those of general boolean functions, dense
graphs and bounded degree graphs. For the dense graph model, they designed a POT for the
property of being αn-regular (for a given α ∈ (0, 1)), as well as for several related properties.
Moreover, they considered properties of the following form: given graphs H,G, the density of
H in G, denoted by p(H,G), is the fraction of induced subgraphs of G of order v(H) which
are isomorphic to H. Given an integer h ≥ 2, a rational number b and rational numbers
wH ≥ 0, where H runs over all h-vertex graphs, the property Πh,w,b is defined as the property
of all graphs G satisfying∑
H
wH · p(H,G) ≤ b.
Throughout this paper, a tuple (h,w, b) will always consist of an integer h ≥ 2, a rational
number b, and a function w : {H : v(H) = h} → Q+ from the set of all h-vertex graphs to
the positive rationals. The value assigned by w to a graph H is denoted by wH .
Since property testing algorithms, and POTs in particular, work by inspecting the
subgraph induced by a small sample of vertices, it is natural to ask if the property of not
containing an induced copy of a fixed graph H is a testable property. Such a result was
obtained by Alon, Fischer, Krivelevich and Szegedy [1] who proved that in fact for every finite
family of graphs F , the property of being induced F-free (i.e. not containing an induced
copy of F for every F ∈ F) is testable. It is easy to see that the family of properties Πh,w,b
forms a strict generalization of the family of properties of being induced F-free, since the
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former can encode the latter. (Indeed, if all graphs in F have the same size h then simply
set b = 0, wH = 1 for each H ∈ F , and wH = 0 for each h-vertex graph H which is not in
F . If graphs in F have varying sizes, then take advantage of the fact that for every pair of
graphs F,G and h ≥ v(F ), it holds that p(F,G) = ∑H p(F,H) · p(H,G), where the sum is
over all h-vertex graphs H.)
We now arrive at an important definition.
I Definition 2. A tuple (h,w, b) has the removal property if there is a function f : (0, 1]→
(0, 1] such that for every ε ∈ (0, 1) and for every graph G, if G is ε-far from Πh,w,b then∑
H
wH · p(H,G) ≥ b+ f(ε).
As an example, the main result of [1] mentioned above is equivalent to the statement
that if b = 0 then Πh,w,b has the removal property. Goldreich and Shinkar [6] observed that
if (h,w, b) has the removal property then Πh,w,b admits a size-oblivious POT. Indeed, given
an input graph G, the POT works by sampling a random induced subgraph of G of order h,
and then rejecting with probability wH if the sampled subgraph is isomorphic to H, for each
H on h vertices. If G satisfies Πh,w,b then by the definition of this property, G is rejected
with probability
∑
H wH · p(H,G) ≤ b. On the other hand, if G is ε-far from Πh,w,b then
by the removal property, G is rejected with probability
∑
H wH · p(H,G) ≥ b+ f(ε). Thus,
Definition 1 is satisfied with c = 1− b.
Our first result in this paper is a converse of the above statement, showing that if Πh,w,b
has a size-oblivious POT, then (h,w, b) has the removal property.
I Theorem 3. For each tuple (h,w, b), if Πh,w,b has a size-oblivious POT then (h,w, b) has
the removal property.
As a corollary of the above theorem, we infer that if one “representation” of a property
as Πh,w,b has the removal property, then all such representations have the removal property.
This is stated in the following corollary.
I Corollary 4. Let (h,w, b) and (h′, w′, b′) be tuples such that Πh,w,b = Πh′,w′,b′ . Then
(h,w, b) has the removal property if and only if (h′, w′, b′) has the removal property.
I Remark 5. Theorem 3 contradicts the statement of Proposition 3.14 in [6], which states
that there is a tuple (h,w, b) such that Πh,w,b has a POT but (h,w, b) does not have the
removal property. We believe that the proof of this proposition is wrong. This will be
explained in the full version of this paper.
Goldreich and Shinkar conjectured (see [6, Open Problem 3.11]) that every property of
the form Πh,w,b has a POT . Our next theorem disproves this conjecture by showing that
there are properties Πh,w,b that are not testable at all (let alone testable using a POT).
I Theorem 6. Let K4 denote the complete graph on 4 vertices, D4 the diamond graph (i.e.
K4 minus an edge), P2 the graph on 4 vertices containing a path of length 2 and an isolated
vertex, C4 the 4-cycle, P4 the path on 4 vertices and K1,3 the star on 4 vertices. Let wH be
the following weight function assigning a non-negative weight to each graph on 4 vertices.
H : K4 K4 D4 D4 P2 P2 C4 C4 K1,3 K1,3 P4
wH : 1 12
5
12
5
12
1
6
1
3
1
2
1
3
1
4
1
4
1
4
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Then, the property
Πh,w,b =
G : ∑
H:|V (H)|=4
wH · p(H,G) ≤ 516
 (1)
is not testable.
Given the above theorem it is natural to ask if every property Πh,w,b can at least be
tested using o(n2) edge-queries. We leave this as an open problem.
Paper overview
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 3. The proof of
Theorem 6 appears in Section 3. The main idea behind its proof is to show that there exists
a property Πh,w,b (specifically, the one defined in (1)) which encodes the property of being a
pseudo-random graph. It is then not hard to show that such a property cannot be tested
using a constant number of queries.
2 Proof of Theorem 3
In this section we prove Theorem 3 and Corollary 4. We will need the following auxiliary
lemma.
I Lemma 7. Let Π be a graph property, and suppose that Π has a canonical size-oblivious
ε-tester T with sample complexity s = s(ε) (and success probability 23). Then for every
n ≥ s4 and for every n-vertex graph G which is ε-far from Π, the following holds. For U
chosen uniformly at random from
(
V (G)
s4
)
, we have P[G[U ] ∈ Π] ≤ e−Ω(s).
Proof. Let A be the family of all s-vertex graphs A such that T accepts if it sees a subgraph
isomorphic to A. For a graph G, we say that a sequence of subsets S1, . . . , Ss ∈
(
V (G)
s
)
is good if G[Si] ∈ A for at least half of the values of 1 ≤ i ≤ s; otherwise S1, . . . , Ss is
bad. For a sequence of vertices W = (x1, . . . , xs2), we say that W is good (resp. bad)
if {x1, . . . , xs}, {xs+1, . . . , x2s}, . . . , {xs2−s+1, . . . , xs2} is good (resp. bad). Note that for
a random S ∈ (V (G)s ), if G ∈ Π then P[G[S] ∈ A] ≥ 23 , and if G is ε-far from Π then
P[G[S] ∈ A] ≤ 13 . Using a standard Chernoff-type bound, one can show that the following
holds for S1, . . . , Ss ∈
(
V (G)
s
)
chosen uniformly at random and independently.
1. If G ∈ Π then S1, . . . , Ss is good with probability at least 1− e−Cs.
2. If G is ε-far from Π then S1, . . . , Ss is bad with probability at least 1− e−Cs.
In both items above, C is an absolute constant.
The probability that Si ∩ Sj 6= ∅ for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ s is at most
(
s
2
)
s2
n <
1
2 , where
the inequality follows from the assumption that n ≥ s4. So |S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ss| = s2 with
probability at least 12 . Conditioned on the event that S1, . . . , Ss are pairwise-disjoint, the set
S := S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ss has the distribution of an element of
(
V (G)
s2
)
chosen uniformly at random.
Thus, a random sequence of vertices W = (x1, . . . , xs2) chosen without repetitions satisfies
the following.
1. If G satisfies Π then W is good with probability at least 1− 2e−Cs.
2. If G is ε-far from Π then W is bad with probability at least 1− 2e−Cs.
Now let G be a graph on n ≥ s4 vertices which is ε-far from Π. Consider a random
pair (U,W ), where U is chosen uniformly at random from
(
V (G)
s4
)
, and W = (x1, . . . , xs2)
is a sequence of vertices sampled randomly without repetition from U . Note that W is
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distributed as a uniform sequence of s2 vertices of G, sampled without repetition. Thus,
P[W is good] ≤ 2e−Cs. On the other hand, if G[U ] ∈ Π, then P[W is good | U ] ≥ 1− 2e−Cs.
By combining these two facts, we see that
P[G[U ] ∈ Π] ≤ 2e
−Cs
1− 2e−Cs ≤ 4e
−Cs = e−Ω(s). J
Proof of Theorem 3. As mentioned in the introduction, a POT for Πh,w,b can be used to
obtain a standard tester for Πh,w,b by invoking the POT an appropriate number of times.
Moreover, it is clear that if the POT is size-oblivious, then so is the resulting tester. Next, we
apply the transformation of Goldreich and Trevisan [7] to get a canonical tester T for Πh,w,b.
Since this transformation preserves the property of being size-oblivious, T is size-oblivious,
and hence satisfies the condition of Lemma 7. Denote by s = s(ε) the sample complexity of
T . We may and will assume that s is large enough as a function of the parameters h and b.
Let us denote z(G) =
∑
H wH · p(H,G). By multiplying the inequality
∑
H
wH · p(H,G) ≤
b by an appropriate integer, we can assume without loss of generality that b is an integer,
and that wH is an integer for every H.
Let G be a graph which is ε-far from Πh,w,b. Our goal is to show that z(G) ≥ b+f(ε), for
a function f : (0, 1]→ (0, 1] to be chosen later. By Lemma 7, a randomly chosen U ∈ (V (G)
s4
)
satisfies G[U ] ∈ Πh,w,b with probability at most e−Ω(s). Observe that if a k-vertex graph K
does not satisfy Πh,w,b, then necessarily
z(K) =
∑
H
wH · p(H,K) ≥ b+
(
k
h
)−1
> b+ k−h,
as b and all weights wH are integers. Thus, if G[U ] /∈ Πh,w,b then
z(G[U ]) > b+ |U |−h = b+ s−4h .
Observe that z(G) is the average of z(G[U ]) over all U ∈ (V (G)
s4
)
. Thus, using the guarantees
of Lemma 7, we obtain
z(G) ≥ (1− e−Ω(s))(b+ s−4h) > b+ 12s
−4h,
where the last inequality holds provided that s is large enough as a function of h and b.
So we may take the function f in Definition 2 to be f(ε) = 12s(ε)−4h. This completes the
proof. J
Proof of Corollary 4. We have established that (h,w, b) satisfies the removal property if and
only if Πh,w,b has a size-oblivious POT. The “only if” part was explained in the introduction
(see also [6]), and the “if” part is the statement of Theorem 3. Since the existence of a tester
(specifically, a size-oblivious POT) does not depend on the specific representation of a given
property as Πh,w,b, it is now clear that the corollary holds. J
3 Proof of Theorem 6
Let Πh,w,b be as in the statement of Theorem 6. Denote
z(G) :=
∑
H:|V (H)|=4
wH · p(H,G)
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for every graph G of order at least 4. Under this notation, Πh,w,b = {G : z(G) ≤ b}. For a
pair of graphs H and G, define
tinj(H,G) =
1
nh
|{ϕ : V (H)→ V (G) injective s.t. uv ∈ E(H)⇒ ϕ(u)ϕ(v) ∈ E(G)}|,
and
tind(H,G) =
1
nh
|{ϕ : V (H)→ V (G) injective s.t. uv ∈ E(H)⇔ ϕ(u)ϕ(v) ∈ E(G)}|,
where nh = n · (n − 1) · · · · · (n − h + 1). Note that tind(H,G) = p(H,G) · aut(H)/h!,
where aut(H) is the number of automorphisms of H. The following lemma gives a simpler
description of Πh,w,b.
I Lemma 8. Πh,w,b = {G : φ(G) ≤ 0}, where φ(G) = 2tinj(C4, G)− tinj(K2, G) + 38 .
Proof. First, note that tinj(K2, G) = p(K2, G). Next, we use the fact that
tinj(C4, G) = tind(C4, G) + 2tind(D4, G) + tind(K4, G)
= aut(C4)4! · p(C4, G) + 2
aut(D4)
4! · p(D4, G) +
aut(K4)
4! · p(K4, G)
= 13p(C4, G) +
1
3p(D4, G) + p(K4, G).
Hence,
φ(G) = 23p(C4, G) +
2
3p(D4, G) + 2p(K4, G)− p(K2, G) +
3
8
= 23p(C4, G) +
2
3p(D4, G) + 2p(K4, G) + p(K2, G)−
5
8
= 23p(C4, G) +
2
3p(D4, G) + 2p(K4, G) +
∑
H:|V (H)|=4
p(K2, H)p(H,G)− 58
=
∑
H:|V (H)|=4
2wH · p(H,G)− 58 .
Therefore, φ(G) ≤ 0 if and only if ∑H:|V (H)|=4 wH · p(H,G) ≤ 5/16 J
An important ingredient in the proof of Theorem 6 is the following lemma, which shows
that graphs in Πh,w,b are pseudo-random. In what follows, we write x = y ± z to mean that
x ∈ [y − z, y + z].
I Lemma 9. For every δ ∈ (0, 1) there is n0(δ) such that every graph G ∈ Πh,w,b on
n ≥ n0(δ) vertices satisfies the following. For every U, V ⊆ V (G) with |U |, |V | ≥ δn, it holds
that
e(U, V ) =
(
1
2 ± δ
)
|U ||V | .
Proof. We start by showing that for every γ ∈ (0, 1) there is n0(γ) such that if G ∈ Πh,w,b
is a graph on n ≥ n0(γ) vertices, then
tinj(K2, G) =
1
2 ± γ and tinj(C4, G) =
1
16 ± γ. (2)
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It is a well-known fact (see for instance [11]) that every n-vertex graph G satisfies1
tinj(C4, G) ≥ tinj(K2, G)4 −O
(
1
n
)
≥ tinj(K2, G)4 − γ
2
2 , (3)
where the last inequality holds if n is large enough. Now, observe that every G ∈ Πh,w,b
satisfies
2tinj(K2, G)4− tinj(K2, G)+ 38 ≤ 2tinj(C4, G)+γ
2− tinj(K2, G)+ 38 = φ(G)+γ
2 ≤ γ2, (4)
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 8. Note that the function x 7→ 2x4 − x+ 38 is
convex, and attains its minimum at x = 1/2. Therefore, if we had tinj(K2, G) > 12 + γ, then
we would have
2tinj(K2, G)4 − tinj(K2, G) + 38 > 2
(
1
2 + γ
)4
−
(
1
2 + γ
)
+ 38 = 2γ
4 + 4γ3 + 3γ2 > γ2.
Similarly, if we had tinj(K2, G) < 12 − γ, then we would have
2tinj(K2, G)4 − tinj(K2, G) + 38 > 2
(
1
2 − γ
)4
−
(
1
2 − γ
)
+ 38 = 2γ
4 − 4γ3 + 3γ2 > γ2.
In any case, we see that |tinj(K2, G)− 12 | > γ would stand in contradiction to (4). Hence,
tinj(K2, G) = 12 ± γ. By applying Lemma 8 again we get tinj(C4, G) ≤ 116 + γ. By using the
intermediate inequality in (3) and tinj(K2, G) ≥ 12 − γ, we get
tinj(C4, G) ≥
(
1
2 − γ
)4
−O
(
1
n
)
≥ 116 − γ,
where the last inequality can be easily verified, assuming that n is large enough, by expanding
the binomial expression. We have thus established (2).
A well-known result of Chung, Graham and Wilson [2] states that for every δ ∈ (0, 1)
there is γ = γ(δ) such that if a graph G satisfies (2), then for every U, V ⊆ V (G) with
|U |, |V | ≥ δn, it holds that e(U, V ) = ( 12 ± δ) |U ||V |. The lemma follows by combining this
result with the above. J
For a family of graphs F and a graph G, we define
p(F , G) =
∑
F∈F
p(F,G) .
It is well-known (see e.g. [2]) that a pseudo-random graph has approximately the same
distribution of small subgraphs as a random graph with the same density. By combining
this with Lemma 9, we obtain the following corollary. Note that the expected value of
p(F,G(n, 12 )) is 2
−(s2) s!
aut(F ) .
I Corollary 10. For every s ≥ 2 and δ ∈ (0, 1) there is n1 = n1(s, δ) such that every
G ∈ Πh,w,b on n ≥ n1 vertices satisfies the following. For every family F of s-vertex graphs,
it holds that
p(F , G) =
∑
F∈F
2−(
s
2) s!
aut(F ) ± δ.
1 Usually this inequality is stated in terms of the homomorphic density, as t(C4, G) ≥ t(K2, G)4 (see
e.g. [9]). The error-term O( 1n ) accounts for the difference between the homomorphic density and the
injective density.
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.
Proof of Theorem 6. We start by showing that Πh,w,b is non-empty. More specifically, we
prove that for every integer n ≥ 4, there exists an n-vertex graph satisfying Πh,w,b. Let
G ∼ G(n, 12 ). It is easy to see that E[tinj(K2, G)] = 12 and E[tinj(C4, G)] = 116 . Hence,
E[φ(G)] = 2E[tinj(C4, G)]− E[tinj(K2, G)] + 38 = 0.
It follows that there is an n-vertex graph with φ(G) ≤ 0, and hence G ∈ Πh,w,b by Lemma 8.
Now suppose by contradiction that Πh,w,b is testable. In particular, there exists a 0.1-
tester for Πh,w,b. This implies – by [7, Theorem 2] (see also [8]) – that there is a canonical
0.1-tester T for Πh,w,b. Denote by s the sample complexity of T . Then for every n > 0
there is a family F = F(n) of (rejection) graphs of order s satisfying the following for every
n-vertex graph G.
1. p(F , G) ≤ 13 if G ∈ Πh,w,b;
2. p(F , G) ≥ 23 if G is 0.1-far from Πh,w,b.
Let n′ = max{9s2, n1(s, 19 )} and n = max{n0( 1n′ ), n1(s, 19 )}, where n1 is from Corollary
10 and n0 is from Lemma 9. Let G′ be an arbitrary n′-vertex graph which satisfies Πh,w,b,
and let G be the nn′ -blow-up of G′. Denote by V1 unionsq · · · unionsq Vn′ = V (G) the clusters of this
blow-up.
We claim that G is 0.1-far from Πh,w,b. Indeed, fix any G∗ ∈ Πh,w,b with n vertices. By
our choice of n via Lemma 9, and as |Vi| = nn′ , we must have eG∗(Vi, Vj) = ( 12 ± 1n′ )(n/n′)2.
But since eG(Vi, Vj) ∈ {0, (n/n′)2}, we must change at least ( 12 − 1n′ )(n/n′)2 ≥ 0.4(n/n′)2
edges between Vi and Vj for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n′, in order to turn G into G∗. Therefore, the
edit distance between G and G∗ is at least
(
n′
2
) · 0.4(n/n′)2 ≥ 0.1n2, as required.
Now, let S ∈ (V (G)s ) be chosen uniformly at random, and let B be the event that there
exists 1 ≤ i ≤ n′ for which |S ∩ Vi| > 1. Note that we have P(B) ≤
(
s
2
)
/n′ < 19 , by the choice
of n′. Observe that conditioned on Bc, the probability that S is isomorphic to an s-vertex
graph F is exactly p(F,G′). Hence, setting F = F(n) and ρ = ∑F∈F 2−(s2) s!aut(F ) , we have
p(F , G) = P[G[S] ∈ F ] = P(G[S] ∈ F | Bc) + P(B)
< P(G[S] ∈ F | Bc) + 19
= p(F , G′) + 19 (5)
≤
∑
F∈F
2−(
s
2) s!
aut(F ) +
1
9 +
1
9
= ρ+ 29 ,
where in the last inequality we used our choice of n′ via Corollary 10. On the other hand,
our choice of n via Corollary 10 implies that every n-vertex graph G∗ ∈ Πh,w,b satisfies
p(F , G∗) ≥
∑
F∈F
2−(
s
2) s!
aut(F ) −
1
9 = ρ−
1
9 .
By combining this with (5), we get p(F , G∗) > p(F , G)− 13 . But this stands in contradiction
to p(F , G∗) ≤ 13 (as G∗ ∈ Πh,w,b) and p(F , G) ≥ 23 (as G is 0.1-far from Πh,w,b). This
completes the proof of the theorem. J
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